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Abstract. Internet-of-Things (IoT) systems are becoming increasingly
complex, heterogeneous and pervasive, integrating a variety of physical
devices, virtual services, and communication protocols. Such heterogene-
ity presents an obstacle especially for interactions between devices of dif-
ferent systems that encounter each other at run time. Mediation services
have been proposed to facilitate such direct communication by translat-
ing between messaging protocols, interfacing different middlewares, etc.
However, the decision of where to place a mediation service within an
IoT topology has repercussions and is in some cases critical for satisfying
system objectives. In this paper, we propose an integer linear program-
ming solution to optimize the placement decision specifically in terms
of energy consumption. Our solution takes into account the energy con-
sumed by each interaction at each device along the data transfer paths.
Through simulations that use topologies of real-world IoT systems, we
show the effect of our approach on energy consumption, messaging delay,
and placement decision time. Our algorithm outperforms a state-of-the-
art solution in terms of reducing energy consumption by almost a third
in large-scale typologies. We also demonstrate the feasibility of our ap-
proach in terms of overhead.

Keywords: Energy consumption · Internet of Things · Cyber physical
systems · Mediator · Middlebox · Sustainable computing

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) and Cyber-Physical System (CPS) paradigms con-
nect a variety to devices in order to form a system that is capable of monitoring
and controlling its environment. The benefits of this paradigm span across several
areas such as smart cities [24], smart buildings [25] and environmental monitor-
ing [26], among others. These tangible benefits have given rise to the production
of vast numbers of IoT devices with an expected growth from 8.74 billion in 2020
to more than 25.4 billion by 2030 [1].

Interoperability between IoT devices is a major challenge when using device-
to-device (D2D) communication. IoT industry producers tend to develop their
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Deployment A (Smart Traffic)

Deployment B (Smart Buildings)

Mediation 
service

Fig. 1: An example of IoT and CPS deployments sharing the same environment
but not being able to intercommunicate due to heterogeneity arising from the
use of different communication protocols, service semantics, message formats,
middleware software, etc. Deploying a mediation service (see figure on the right)
enables interoperation between different deployments.

own APIs and protocols to enable connectivity of their devices given the con-
straints of their service [33]. This has created a large space of highly heteroge-
neous devices. However, the difference of APIs, messaging models and message
formats complicates direct interaction. For example, the CoAP [32] protocol
adopts a client-server messaging model and a maximum message size of 1152
bytes whereas MQTT [7] adopts a publish-subscribe model of messages upto
≈260 megabytes. Therefore, a device that uses CoAP protocol will not be able
to interoperate with another that uses MQTT (see illustration in Fig. 1).

Consider for example the case of a fire fighting emergency team in a smart
building. In this scenario, the rescue crew may need to install their equipment
in the site and interact with the smart building network to collect situational
awareness data. It may not be attainable or convenient to adopt a cloud-based
architecture in this case due to unavailability or high delays. In this case, direct
interaction is required to interconnect the rescue equipment with the building
devices and, thus, a mediator is inevitably necessary.

A solution to cope with the heterogeneity issue is to employ a middlebox
to bridge between devices and abstract their functional semantics. The middle-
box will reside somewhere in the network as a mediation service and translates
between the messaging models of different protocols. Examples include network
intent mediation [15], the FIESTA-IoT directory service [31], and the (Data
eXchange Mediator Synthesizer) DeXMS framework [9].

However, a notable question that the literature on mediation services does
not answer is where to place the mediator in the network. This question has
not yet been thoroughly tackled by the IoT community, though a method for
optimizing the end-to-end delay between the interacting devices has recently
been proposed [12]. We argue that energy consumption is a substantial factor
to consider in such cases for two reasons. First, efficient energy consumption is
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crucial to maintain device functionality for the longest period of time possible,
especially that some IoT devices have non-rechargeable power sources. Second,
efficient energy consumption contributes to the principle of designing sustainable
computing solutions.

In this paper, we develop a method that utilizes the network structure to
compute the placement of mediation services in order to minimize the energy
consumed by the interactions between IoT devices. Our method formulates the
placement problem as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem and pro-
duces the optimal placement given the interaction load and bandwidth con-
straints. In this sense, the proposed method is adaptive as it allows placement
recalculation whenever the data size and/or available bandwidth change. We
compare our proposed method to the delay-optimizing method in recent liter-
ature [12] and with a näıve baseline method of random placement. The results
show that our adaptive method achieves minimal energy consumption for differ-
ent IoT network topologies.

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We formulate the placement of a mediation service as an ILP problem (§3.1);
• We provide an energy-aware solution to the placement problem (§3.2); and
• We carry out extensive experiments using the topologies of 4 real-world IoT

deployments from different domains, comparing our approach to the state-of-
the-art (§4.5).

2 Related work

2.1 The Need for Mediation in IoT systems

A fundamental challenge in designing IoT systems is to choose a communication
protocol to be used by all device types regardless of function (sensing, actuating,
processing, etc.), manufacturer, or computational capability [14]. A number of
protocols have been proposed to enable such D2D communication. A prominent
solution is the OASIS standard MQTT [7]: a simple and lightweight protocol that
adopts a publish-subscribe paradigm and runs on top of TCP. MQTT defines
a small message header, making it preferable for resource constrained networks.
An alternative proposed by the IETF is CoAP [32], which follows a client-server
paradigm, is based on the Representational State Transfer (REST) architecture,
and runs on top of UDP. Other solutions include HTTP, AMQP [3], XMPP [2],
among others.

Despite these attempts to standardize communication protocols, different
IoT vendors still use varying messaging protocols [14, 27], which hampers IoT
engineers from building more complex systems (e.g., [16, 28]). As such, media-
tion between devices of different vendors is a common approach. Additionally,
IoT systems designed by different teams of engineers are likely to use different
protocols. To resolve this, mediation is typically used to act as a bridge between
different protocols. For instance, the DeX framework [9] is a recent contribu-
tion to support mediation between different IoT protocols. However, little work
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has been done on how to optimize the placement of mediators in the network
considering network and application constraints. A recent proposal [12], which
we use as a baseline in our experiments, aims to do this while optimizing for
delay-sensitive applications.

2.2 Virtual Network Function Placement

A related research topic is the placement of Virtual Network Functions (VNF)
in order to optimize for certain objectives while meeting the system’s functional
requirements. Although the problem is similar at a high level, the solutions
proposed in the literature (e.g., [4, 11, 36, 37]) are not suitable as they opti-
mize placement for different objectives such as link utilization and the size of
the network forwarding table. A recent example [13] that is more pertinent to
our problem presents an ILP-based model for the placement of virtual security
functions (VSFs). The model considers server CPU capacities, VSF processing
requirements, and network link capacities to calculate the optimal placement for
minimizing energy consumption.

2.3 Energy-aware IoT

Optimizing energy consumption has been a long sought after goal in IoT systems.
This problem has been tackled from different perspectives, such as switching to
low-power communication technologies (e.g., [29,35]), being selective about what
data to aggregate/process/drop and where (e.g., [5, 18, 22]), forecasting overall
energy consumption [19], and so on.

Some proposals attempt to minimize the energy consumption of application
servers within an IoT system (e.g., [6]) and, as such, optimize for application
metrics such as request satisfaction. However, none has tackled the challenge
taking into consideration where to place mediation services and how this affects
the energy consumption of D2D communication.

3 Energy-aware Placement

In this section, we present the system model and formulate the energy-aware
mediator placement problem as an integer linear programming problem.

3.1 System Model

We consider an IoT system with a set of things T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm}, a set of ac-
cess points AP = {ap1, ap2, . . . , apk}, a set of nodes N = {n1, n2, . . . , np}, and a
gateway GW . The set of things includes sensors that read environmental data,
actuators that effect actions, and external equipment that can be integrated into
the network (e.g., rescue teams equipment). The set of nodes consists of static
machines that host mediation services to enable heterogeneous things to interact.
The access points are hubs that connect the things and nodes to the gateway. In
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normal cases, the gateway connects the IoT system to the cloud where communi-
cation between devices occurs. However, when direct communication is required,
which is the focus of this paper, the communication between things and nodes is
always directed through the Gateway. Fig. 2 shows an typical topology of where
things and nodes are located.

Fig. 2: Typical topology of an IoT system.

We assume that a location attribute l = {x, y, z} is associated with each of the
things, nodes, access points and the gateway where x, y and z are the coordinates
of the location. We also assume that each of the things has a protocol attribute
p(ti) that specifies the messaging protocol that defines the rules and formats
of the messages exchanged with other things. The communication between the
system things is represented as a set of interactions that occur during the lifetime
of the system. We denote an interaction as iabj where an interaction j involves
things a and b. Each interaction involves sending messages of size m(ij) for a
number of times f(ij).

The system is represented as a weighted graph G = (V,E) where V and E
denote sets of vertices and edges, respectively. Each vertex vi ∈ V represents a
thing, node, access point or gateway. Each edge eij ∈ E represents a link between
two vertices and has a weight wij that indicates the available link bandwidth.

3.2 Problem formulation

The energy-aware mediator placement problem can be formally stated as fol-
lows: Given a set of things, nodes, interactions and links, deploy the mediation
service on a node so that the total energy consumed by the interactions is min-
imized provided that the bandwidth consumed on each link is constrained by the
link’s available bandwidth. In the following we present how the end-to-end energy
consumption is calculated and develop the objective function and constraints.

Links. In order to calculate the energy consumption of an interaction, we
need to consider the energy consumed for transmitting and receiving data on
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each link that connects each pair of devices (thing, node, access point or gate-
way) along the interaction path. Consider the example given in Fig. 2. For an
interaction that involves t1 and t5 where the mediation service is deployed on
n1, data will traverse the links t1 → AP1, AP1 → n1, n1 → AP1, AP1 → GW ,
GW1 → AP3, AP3 → t5 (notation: sender → receiver). On the link t1 → AP1,
energy consumed at t1 to send the interaction messages from t1 to AP1 and
energy is also consumed at AP1 to received those messages; and so on for the
other links. These links are grouped into a first-leg group of the interaction and
a second-leg group where the first-leg includes links from the sending thing to
the node hosting the mediation service and the second-leg includes links from
the hosting node to the receiving thing. This grouping is important because the
messaging protocol (and hence the message size) is different in the two legs.
On the first-leg the used messaging protocol is the messaging protocol used by
the sending thing (p(t1) in the above example) and on the second-leg the used
messaging protocol is that of the receiving device (p(t5) in the above example).

Energy consumed per interaction. In order to calculate the consumed
energy, we denote εT (du) and εR(du) for each device in the system, where the
former refers to the transmission energy per bit and the latter refers to the
receiving energy per bit of device du. Note that each of the transmitting and
receiving devices can be a thing, node, access point or gateway. Now, in order
to calculate the energy consumed for an interaction iabj , we calculate the en-
ergy consumed by each leg of the interaction using equations 1, 2, and 3 where
m(ij(p(ta))) and m(ij(p(tb))) are the message sizes of the messaging protocol of
the sender and receiver things, respectively, and ε(iabj ) is the energy consumed
by the interaction.

ε(first− legj) = (
∑

(εT (du)) +
∑

(εR(dv)))×m(ij(p(ta)))× f(ij) (1)

ε(second− legj) = (
∑

(εT (du)) +
∑

(εR(dv)))×m(ij(p(tb)))× f(ij) (2)

ε(iabj ) = ε(first− legj) + ε(second− legj) (3)

Objective function. Next, we calculate the total energy that is consumed
by all the interactions so that we utilize it to reason about the selection of a
node to host the mediator. Given a number of interactions n that occur in the
system, the total consumed energy is calculated using equation 4 which sums up
the energy consumed by each interaction.

εtotal =

n∑
r=1

ε(iabr ) (4)

Note that we do not include the processing energy consumption of the generation
of the mediator nor the mediation because we assume these will be the same
regardless of the where the mediation service is deployed.

Mediator host selection constraints. Given an interaction, the following
two constraints must be satisfied for any mediation deployment to be acceptable:
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• Bandwidth constraint. Given a host node and an interaction iabj , the interaction
will consume m(ij)×f(ij) bandwidth on every link along the interaction path
from the source thing a to the destination thing b. The consumed bandwidth
must be less than or equal to the available bandwidth on each of the links
along the path. Algorithm 1 describes how this constraint is checked: it takes
as input a potential hosting node, a graph representing the topology and
lists of things and interactions. It returns True if the bandwidth constraint is
satisfied. It starts by extracting all the edges. Then, for each link, the algorithm
accumulates the bandwidth that would be consumed by each interaction and
checks if the total is less than the link bandwidth.

Algorithm 1 Check Bandwidth constraint

Input: A list of Things T , hosting node np, Interactions I, Graph G

Output: True: if the consumed bandwidth is less then the available, False: otherwise
1: For each edge ei in G

2: For each interaction iabj in I

3: Find a path leg1 from ta to np using the Breadth First search
4: Find a path leg2 from np to tb using the Breadth First search
5: For link (edge) elm in leg1 ∪ leg2
6: If elm == ei
7: bandwidthUsed += m(ij)× f(ij)

8: EndIf

9: EndFor

10: If bandwidthUsed > bandwidth(ei)

11: return False
12: EndIf

13: EndFor

14: EndFor

15: return True

• Allocation constraint. For each interaction iabj , there is a set of nodes N that
can host the mediation service of that interaction. However, for each inter-
action iabj , we should only select one node to host the mediation service. We

denote the selection of a node nj to host the mediation service yabj , the fol-
lowing constraint must be satisfied:∑

n∈N
yabj = 1 (5)

Thus, the mediator placement problem is formalized with wab
np

being the
bandwidth of the path from ta to tb when the mediator is hosted on node np:

minimize εtotal

subject to ∀iabj ∀np
∑

m(ij)× f(ij) ≤ wab
np∑

n∈N
yabj = 1

(6)
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Table 1: A summary of the IoT deployments used for evaluation.
Name #Things #Nodes Ref. Use

AirPollution 14 6 [8] Monitor city-wide air quality

SmartSantander 1,570 23 [30]
Monitor issues like noise, ambient temperature,
light intensity, vehicle activity, CO levels, etc.

Sphere 1,500 500 [17] Healthcare provision in residential environments

MassiveIrrigation 15,000 1,000 [23]
Manage freshwater distribution for precision ir-
rigation of agricultural crops

4 Evaluation

To assess the efficiency and efficacy of our energy-aware placement algorithm,
we run a set of rigorous experiments of mediator service placement in various
contexts based on real-world IoT scenarios (§4.2). We compare our algorithm
against three baselines: a näıve algorithm, a state-of-the-art one for delay op-
timization [12] (§4.3) and a state-of-the-art one for bandwidth optimization.
We inspect the ability to improve different system performance metrics and the
associated overhead (§4.4).

4.1 Experimental Setup

The experiments are conducted on a PC with Intel Pentium D 3.0GHz, 1GB
RAM, running Linux Ubuntu v18. We used Java SE v1.8.0 to implement the
placement algorithms and simulate the IoT infrastructure. We generate the pa-
rameters values as follows:

• Interactions are generated by randomly selecting two different things provided
they have different messaging protocols so that a mediation service is required.
The size and frequency of messages are generated randomly from the ranges
[0,100] and [0,1000] respectively.

• Interface bandwidths of things, access points, and gateways are generated
from the ranges [11,54], [11,54], [54,450] Mbps respectively according to the
specification in [21].

• The values of energy per bit transmitted/received are generated from the
ranges [5,20] mJ/bit [34] and [13.97,1902.11] nJ/bit [20].

• The locations of the system elements are generated within the Euclidean space
of range [0,0] – [1000,1000] in meters.

4.2 IoT Contexts

We use 4 real-world IoT deployments as evaluation contexts. These were chosen
to represent different scales and structures of IoT systems, as summarized in
Table 1.
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4.3 Baseline Placement Algorithms

• Random – In this näıve algorithm, a node to host the mediation service is
selected at random from the list of potential hosting nodes, excluding those
that violate bandwidth / allocation constraints.
• Delay-optimized – The algorithm proposed in [12] is, as discussed, the only

contribution so far to address the mediation placement problem in IoT sys-
tems. The algorithm defines an objective function that aims to find a place-
ment that minimizes the delay between interacting things. Delay is calculated
as the sum of the transmission and propagation delays. The algorithm uses
the absolute locations of things and nodes in the deployment environment to
compute the propagation delay as the distance that data travel divided by the
wave propagation speed. In other words, the algorithm makes no attempt to
consider the network topology. In order to make a fair comparison with this
algorithm, we modify the way distance is calculated to include the total dis-
tance between the sending thing and the receiving thing through the hosting
node, access points and the gateway.
• Bandwidth-optimized – This algorithm determines placement such that the

overall bandwidth consumed by D2D interactions is minimized. The algorithm
calculates the bandwidth that interactions will consume on every link along the
interaction path. It then sums up all the estimated bandwidth consumption
on each link for each placement and solves the objective function to find the
optimal placement.

4.4 Evaluation Criteria

The three algorithms are compared in terms of the following criteria:

• Energy consumption – The total energy consumed to deliver messages be-
tween things. We focus on transmitting and receiving messages, and ignore
the energy of mediation assuming the latter is the same on all nodes.
• Delay – The end-to-end time delivery time between sender and receiver.
• Execution time – The time taken by the algorithm to find a placement of

the mediation service.

4.5 Results

We presents our findings and draw comparison between the four algorithms.

Energy consumption The average values of energy consumption per interac-
tion are depicted in Fig. 3. The plots indicate that significant amounts of energy
could be saved using our placement algorithm. This per-interaction improve-
ment ranges between 12.9% in the case of a small topology like the air pollution
scenario, to 31.6% for large deployments such as the massive irrigation one. En-
ergy consumption for the other placement algorithms is, overall, not better than
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Fig. 3: The average energy consumed on message sending between source and
destination, including intermediaries, at 250 interactions.

Fig. 4: The average energy of messaging for varied scales of interaction.

the random placement strategy. To further determine the scalability of the al-
gorithms, we plot the energy consumption versus the number of interactions in
Fig. 4. Our algorithm improves energy consumption for different levels of in-
teraction. In addition, energy consumption grows as the number of interactions
grow, which is due to demand for more traffic. Energy consumption increases
linearly with the number of interactions, but with a steeper slope for all but our
algorithm.

Delay Fig. 5 exhibits the average end-to-end messaging delay for each topol-
ogy. The delay-optimized algorithm clearly achieves lower levels of delay than
the alternatives. The amount of delay reduction is in the order of 3% in the
case of small topology to 30.6% in the case of large topology – compared to
the energy-optimized algorithm. Fig. 6 plots the delay at different interaction
intensities. Unsurprisingly, the delay-optimized algorithm improves the delay for
varied number of interactions. The effect of the scale of the topology is also evi-
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Fig. 5: The average end-to-end delay of message exchange at 250 interactions.

Fig. 6: The average end-to-end delay of message exchange for varied number of
interactions.

dent as the slope of the linear relationship between increased traffic and delay:
the larger the topology, the longer the delays.

Execution Time The plots in Fig. 7 portray the overhead in terms of execution
time of each placement algorithm. All three non-trivial algorithms require very
equivalent execution times. This is due to their similar levels of complexity, as
all their run times scale with the number of device interfaces and interactions
involved in the deployment. The last strategy requires the least due to it being
a näıve one. With respect to scalability (Fig. 8), a linear trend with the increase
of the number of interactions is again observed for all algorithms. This indicates
that the energy-optimized algorithm is able to find the energy-optimal placement
in a practicably acceptable runtime.
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Fig. 7: The execution times to find the optimal placement at 250 interactions.

Fig. 8: The overhead in terms of average time taken by each algorithm to find
the optimal placement.

5 Discussion

We now reflect on the implications of our findings, and lay groundwork for future
work.

Trade-off and limitation – There is a clear advantage in terms of energy con-
sumption at the expense of modest algorithm execution times and reversion to
average messaging delays. In terms of making IoT deployments more sustainable
and long-living, the latter overheads are deemed acceptable especially for large
IoT deployments. The obvious limitation is that our approach is geared towards
reducing energy consumption and not other metrics such as end-to-end delay.
We aim to address this in future work (see point below).

Multi-objective optimization – The results presented in the previous sec-
tion show that our proposed approach achieves lower energy consumption, but
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sometimes at the expense of higher end-to-end delay. Future work could build on
both this and the delay-optimize alternative by defining the placement problem
as a multi-objective optimization problem. Additionally, this can be extended by
including other non-functional service objectives such as load balance, reliabil-
ity, etc. Simultaneous optimization of multiple objective functions would require
defining weights for each of the objectives of interest.

Adaptive placement – The inherent dynamism of IoT environments, arising
from different factors (such as node mobility, usage patterns, failures, ephemeral
nature), make adaptive placement a crucial operational procedure. One of the
advantages of the presented approach is its reactive quality, through recalculation
of the objective function. This adaptive capability can be further enhanced to
provide proactive adaptation by utilizing techniques for change prediction.

Practicability – In the design of our optimization algorithm, there is an as-
sumption that the scale of interactions between devices, and the volume of ex-
changed traffic is known beforehand. This is an unreasonable assumption for
most real deployments. Instead, interaction frequency and volume could be es-
timated by analyzing historical data. This issue is similar to that of workload
estimation in the cloud, (e.g., [10])a field that can inform interaction estimation.

6 Conclusion

We propose an approach for placement of mediation services in an IoT system.
The approach targets environments where IoT devices need to directly interact
to exchange data. The approach is based on two key ideas. First, we formulate
the placement problem as an integer linear programming problem taking into
account the topology of the infrastructure. The proposed algorithm takes into
consideration the energy consumed by each interaction along the path between
source and destination things. Second, the approach devices an adaptive place-
ment of the mediation services whereby recalculating the placement based on
environmental changes. We demonstrate the feasibility of our approach through
a methodology of quantitative evaluation, comparing our approach to base-lines
from the literature. The results show that our approach provides a systematic
way of finding a placement that minimizes energy consumption with a nomi-
nal computational overhead. This novel contribution has strong implications in
IoT and CPS environments with direct device-to-device interactions and where
minimizing energy consumption is needed for sustainable deployments.
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